Changes from -03

• Changed the general wording in some places
  • E.g. "work in progress → “AN phase 1”, “out of scope for ANIMA” → “not part of phase 1 of ANIMA”
  • Added explanation that there may be more phases
• Updated a few references, editorial stuff, etc.
Changes from -03

Security Considerations Section

• Almost completely changed
  • Taken into account the received comments
  • “Threat Analysis” → “Consequences of a Distributed System”
• Pointed out the threats on the ACP
Changes from -03

Security Considerations Section → almost completely changed

• Before: "AN messages are liable to be exposed to third parties on any unprotected Layer 2 link."
  • Only true for specific discovery-like messages like GRASP M_FLOOD, but by default most AN messages are inside the ACP and thus encrypted
  • Suggestion only specific messages are unprotected, and point to section 2.5.2 of the GRASP draft
Changes from -03

• The document is “done”, WGLC?